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Our initial study on the performance of molecular polarization methods close to a positive point
charge M. Masia, M. Probst, and R. Rey, J. Chem. Phys. 121, 7362 2004 is extended to the case
in which a molecule interacts with a real cation. Two different methods point dipoles and shell
model are applied to both the ion and the molecule. The results are tested against high-level ab
initio calculations for a molecule water or carbon tetrachloride close to Li+, Na+, Mg2+, and Ca2+.
The monitored observable is in all cases the dimer electric dipole as a function of the ion-molecule
distance for selected molecular orientations. The moderate disagreement previously obtained for
point charges at intermediate distances, and attributed to the linearity of current polarization
methods as opposed to the nonlinear effects evident in ab initio calculations, is confirmed for real
cations as well. More importantly, it is found that at short separations the phenomenological
polarization methods studied here substantially overestimate the dipole moment induced if the ion
is described quantum chemically as well, in contrast to the dipole moment induced by a point-charge
ion, for which they show a better degree of accord with ab initio results. Such behavior can be
understood in terms of a decrease of atomic polarizabilities due to the repulsion between electronic
charge distributions at contact separations. It is shown that a reparametrization of the Thole method
for damping of the electric field, used in conjunction with any polarization scheme, allows to
satisfactorily reproduce the dimer dipole at short distances. In contrast with the original approach
developed for intramolecular interactions, the present reparametrization is ion and method
dependent, and corresponding parameters are given for each case. © 2005 American Institute of
Physics. DOI: 10.1063/1.2075107I. INTRODUCTION
Molecular polarization methods play a central role in the
next generation of force fields for molecular simulations1–5
and much effort is being devoted to the development of
methods and parameters.6–53 This is mainly due to the fact
that it is increasingly important to simulate heterogeneous
environments, which requires that a given molecular model
is able to provide an environment-dependent response. For
example, it seems clear that modeling a water molecule with
fixed point charges is not adequate to simultaneously de-
scribe bulk water molecules and those close to hydrophilic or
hydrophobic sites. This is more critical if it is considered that
a given molecule may visit these environments within the
course of the simulation. Therefore, the inclusion of molecu-
lar polarizability seems a basic requirement in order to de-
velop transferable force fields.





Downloaded 28 Oct 2008 to 192.167.65.24. Redistribution subject to been devised to take into account molecular and atomic
polarizability. In all cases they are constructed to reproduce
the molecular response under homogeneous fields, and are
therefore indistinguishable at long intermolecular distances.
However, at the short separations typical of a liquid state
simulation it is not clear whether they are still interchange-
able, as they can have different responses to nonhomoge-
neous fields. While computational convenience has been a
major factor to decide which method to use, it is important to
investigate if performance at short distances could be a rel-
evant factor. More important might be the fact that all these
methods share a common characteristic: they basically are
linear methods and as such they can be expected to fail as
nonlinear effects become important. In the simple case study
of a point-charge-molecule interaction this was demonstrated
to occur at intermediate distances: as the molecule ap-
proaches the increasing electric field of the charge47,53 polar-
ization methods consistently underestimate the induced di-
pole. It will be shown in this paper that as the distance is
further reduced to values typical of first solvation shell mol-
ecules different nonlinear effects set in due to electronic
© 2005 American Institute of Physics05-1
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addressed for point-charge models, will be central to the
present work. The problem here is just the opposite; polar-
ization methods overestimate the induced dipole as they tend
to diverge for decreasing ion-molecule separation, while in
the real system there is a decrease of induced dipoles.
In our previous studies47,53 we investigated how the most
popular polarization methods perform for water or carbon
tetrachloride near a mono- or bivalent positive point charge.
These two molecules were chosen for their almost comple-
mentary electrostatic properties. Water is a polar molecule
with a moderate anisotropic polarizability ¯=1.47 Å3,
while CCl4 is an apolar molecule with a high isotropic po-
larizability =10.5 Å3. For these two molecules, we found
that simple point dipoles PD and shell SH models avail-
able in the literature are the best approaches to reproduce the
induced dipole moments although in some cases they re-
quired parameter refitting. Fluctuating charge FQ models
with charges only on each atomic site showed a poorer
performance. In Tables I and II we give a brief description of
the best models for both molecules and methods. It is inter-
esting to note that for water a description with a single point
dipole a model termed point-dipole model PDM, see Ref.
27, although characterized by an isotropic polarizability, is
the one that works best in the case of point charges. In gen-
eral terms, the main conclusion was that for the important
case of singly charged ions in water the phenomenological
models produced acceptable results for all distances. This
satisfactory behavior is progressively lost as the ion charge
and/or molecular polarizability are/is increased.
With this contribution, we look into the limits of molecu-
lar polarization models when the molecule interacts with a
polarizable cation instead of a point charge. Since the ions
TABLE I. Water molecule parameters for the method
PD2-H2O are equal to the experimental ones. For th
Point dipoles
PDM PD1-H2O
dOH Å 0.9572 0.9572
dOM Å 0.215 0.22
 degrees 104.52 104.52
M Å3 1.444 1.420 48
H Å3 0.0 0.001 92
¯ Å3 1.44 1.47
xx Å3 1.44 1.428
yy Å3 1.44 1.532
zz Å3 1.44 1.451
TABLE II. CCl4 parameters for the methods studied.
Point dipoles Shell model
Ref. 68 PD-CCl4 SH-CCl4
dCCl Å 1.766 1.766 dCCl Å 1.766
C Å3 0.878 −1.000 kC kJ mol−1 Å2 0
Cl Å3 1.910 2.880 kCl kJ mol−1 Å2 13 206.0
¯ Å3 10.52 10.52 qDCle 5Downloaded 28 Oct 2008 to 192.167.65.24. Redistribution subject to also polarize, the electrostatic property we consider in this
study is the first electric moment of the cation-molecule sys-
tem as a whole54 which, slightly abusing the nomenclature,
will be referred to as total dipole moment even if this term
is only unambiguously defined for a neutral system. To keep
the study of different methods and ion-molecule systems
within a manageable limit, we will restrict to cases where all
polarizable species ion and molecule are modeled with the
same method. Indeed one could treat each polarizable site
with different methods55 but it is to be expected that, given
the essentially similar nature of the various methods avail-
able, such approach would not change the essence of our
conclusions. Therefore, in this study we compare the accu-
racy of PD and SH methods, applying them to the whole
ion-molecule system. We present the results obtained for a
set of mono- and bivalent cations: Li+, Na+, Mg2+, and Ca2+.
A basic characteristic is that both ionic polarizability and
radius increase in the group, and decrease as the ionic charge
increases56–58 see Table III.
The work of Alfredsson et al.27 for a water dimer is
illustrative of the novel features that the study of ions brings
in. As the water dimer separation is varied the PDM faith-
fully represents the total dipole moment of the system at all
physically reasonable distances.27 In Refs. 47 and 53,
though, it was shown that if a water molecule is displaced in
the vicinity of a point charge, the PDM and other schemes
as well is not able to reproduce the nonlinear increase in
dipolar moment obtained in ab initio calculations at interme-
diate and contact separations. While this effect is modest for
univalent ions, it becomes more important as the ion charge/
molecular polarizability increases. In Refs. 47 and 53 it was
died. The polarizability tensor components of model
ning of geometrical parameters we refer to Fig. 2.
Shell model
2-H2O SH-H2O
.9572 dOH Å 0.9572
.0606 dOM Å 0.215
.52  degrees 104.52
.4099 kM kJ mol−1 Å2 62 597.64





TABLE III. Electrostatic properties of point charges and cations. Calculated






Li+ 0.028 75 1.0
Na+ 0.148 33 1.0
 0.0 2.0
Mg2+ 0.0784 2.0
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be expected to hold for distances for which the point-charge
approximation embedded in a rigid sphere is a reasonable
model for the ion. This criterion was quantified as the dis-
tance at which the potential energies computed ab initio for
the real ion/molecule and point-charge/molecule start to di-
verge. The study of cations reported here aims to explore this
region, so that two new effects will emerge. First, ion polar-
izability will contribute to the total dipole moment, although
given the characteristic low polarizability of cations this ef-
fect cannot be expected to alter the conclusions obtained for
point charges. Electronic overlap at separations close to con-
tact, though, will represent a substantial change below the
limiting distance referred above and its study constitutes the
first main theme of the present work. While in the case of the
water dimer27 no particular feature is found within the range
where electronic overlap effects could manifest themselves,
this is not the case for cations. A strong damping of the
induced dipole moment is found in ab initio calculations that
the molecular polarization methods are not able to cure with-
out modification, which forces the inclusion of damping
schemes: while the neglect of polarization results in under-
estimations of the dipole moment by roughly a factor of 2,
the neglect of damping at short separations results in an over-
estimation of roughly 30% as well. A detailed discussion of
the Thole electric-field damping, its relation with polariza-
tion methods, and its fine tuning for different ion-molecule
dimers will thus constitute the second main theme of this
paper. Basically it will be shown that, when used together
with the polarization method of choice, it is possible to sat-
isfactorily reproduce the total dipole moment of the complex
for all distances and, simultaneously, for different molecular
orientations.
The outline of this article is as follows: in Sec. II we
discuss the computational details and the methods used; re-
sults and conclusion are given, respectively, in Secs. III and
IV, while an Appendix summarizes the Thole method for a
set of different “flavors.”
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
Different configurations were considered for the ion-
molecule system see Fig. 1. For each arrangement the dis-
tance was varied in an interval of 5 Å. The closest distance
for each configuration was chosen where the potential energy
was 25 kJ mol−1 10kBT at standard temperature above
the potential-energy minimum. In the case of real ions, it is
important to note that the closest approach estimated for the
dimer at thermal conditions might be larger than that found
in the liquid phase to some extent. In the case of Li+ the
minimum distance reached in ab initio molecular-dynamics
simulations of the liquid is 1.7 Å,59 while with the criterium
used here we consider distances down to 1.6 Å, which are
probably inaccessible in a condensed phase. This fact should
be kept in mind in order to properly assess the significance of
the results at very short distances.
Regarding the definition for the total dipole moment of
the ion-molecule dimer, and given that for charged systems
54the dipole moment depends on the origin of coordinates,
Downloaded 28 Oct 2008 to 192.167.65.24. Redistribution subject to the position of the ion has been taken as the origin of the
reference system. In this way, in the limit of zero polarizabil-
ity for the ion the total dipole moment of the system will be
that of the molecule water or carbon tetrachloride.
A. Ab initio calculations
All quantum chemical calculations where performed
with the commercial package GAUSSIAN 03. The B3LYP den-
sity functional60 was used with the aug-cc-pvtz basis set.61,62
For Mg2+ and Ca2+ we used a modified cc-pVDZ basis set,
from which 3s ,2p, and outer shells for Mg2+ and 4s ,3p, and
outer shells for Ca2+ were removed to avoid the charge trans-
fer that otherwise occurs in vacuum at intermediate distances
when the M2+–X state becomes less stable than the M+–X+
state. Counterpoise calculations with the same density func-
tional and basis sets were done for all the systems to com-
pute the ion-molecule potential energy. The density func-
tional used was chosen because it is known to perform well,
with estimated errors of 2% or less for the computed dipole
moments and polarizabilities.63 As a hybrid functional it av-
erages between the underestimation of the polarizability typi-
cal of Hartree-Fock calculations and the opposite behavior of
pure density functionals. This was also checked by compar-
ing selected calculations with results from Sadlej’s basis
sets64,65 and the PBE1PBE functional.66 The model chemis-
tries used in our calculations are demonstrated to be accurate
also in the evaluation of other quantitites of interest.67
FIG. 1. Configurations studied for the ion-water left column and ion-CCl4
right column systems.
FIG. 2. Geometrical parameters for the water molecule. Site M is repre-
sented out of scale for the sake of clarity in the drawing.
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A detailed description of polarization methods was given
in Ref. 47. Here we just outline the main features of the two
methods used in this work. In the point-dipoles method, a
polarizability  is associated to one or more sites.68 The total
electric field acting on each site is produced by the external
partial charges Eo and by both the intramolecular and ex-




Tij · pi, 1
where Tij denotes the dipole field tensor, which for a point








The induced point dipole on site i is obtained from the
total field according to
i = iEi, 3
and can be computed iteratively until a given threshold of
convergence for the induced dipole is reached we refer to
Ref. 5 for issues concerning the efficiency of the different
methods for liquid state simulations.
The shell model also known as Drude oscillator or
charge on spring model, see Ref. 5 for suggested nomencla-
ture is based on a similar approach. Again, a polarizability is
assigned to one or more sites. These sites are composed of
two charges: one is fixed while the other qD is free to
move, linked to the first one via a spring. The sum of both
charges is equal to the charge of the atomic site. The spring
constant is related to the charge on the moving shell and to
the polarizability of the site,
kD = qD
2 / . 4
An advantage of this method is that it is easy to implement in
typical molecular-dynamics codes, while an important draw-
back is that it increases the number of interaction sites and
therefore the number of relative distances to be computed.
In Ref. 47 we reparametrized standard models for both
methods; the values of site polarizabilities were fitted in or-
der to reproduce i the polarizability tensor of the molecules
and ii the distance dependence of the total dipole moment
in the presence of a point charge.
C. Damping functions
As it will be shown in this paper, a basic finding is that
the methods explored in Refs. 47 and 53 are unable to repro-
duce the substantial decrease of the total dipole moment at
distances close to contact which is obtained in ab initio cal-
culations. A way to deal with this limitation is the inclusion
of electrostatic damping, which can be achieved through a
reparametrization of the Thole method.69 In this seminal
work it was recognized that in the interacting point-dipoles
model68 there is a too sharp variation of molecular polariz-
ability with interatomic distances. This is usually illustrated
with the diatomic molecule AB case, for which the parallel
and normal components of its polarizability are proportional
Downloaded 28 Oct 2008 to 192.167.65.24. Redistribution subject to to 1 / 1−AB /r6. For r= AB1/6 the molecular polariz-
ability diverges and therefore it will be unphysically high in
its neighborhood as well. Thole proposed to address this
problem using charge distributions instead of point charges,
which result in a damping see below of the electric field
created by point charges and/or point dipoles. The extent of
this damping was fitted so that the experimental polarizabil-
ities of a given set of molecules were reproduced satisfacto-
rily. While the mathematical framework will be adopted with
few changes, an important difference will be that the method
will be implemented recoursing to ab initio calculations. The
rationale is that given that the method will be applied to
intermolecular interactions, it is not to be expected that the
same parameters found for intramolecular interactions will
be optimal in this context, although in some cases it has been
transferred without modification to liquid phase simulations
due to its ability to eliminate polarization divergences. Here
the method will be parametrized so that the ab initio dipole
moment of the dimer is reproduced all along the ion-
molecule distance with particular emphasis at contact sepa-
rations and for several orientations of the molecule. This
stringent condition is meant to provide some confidence in
that the resulting models are physically sound for their use in
liquid phase simulations.
A mathematical derivation of the Thole method,69 that
impinges on the pair additive nature of this approach and on
the fact that it is not logically connected with polarization, is
given in the Appendix. Here we just give the fundamental
formulas required for its implementation. Basically, Eqs.
1–3 retain their validity with the only change being that
both the electric field created by a fixed charge and/or that
created by a point dipole depending on the molecular












In the limit of point charges and/or point dipoles we
have f1r= f2r=1, and the usual expressions are recovered.
If on the contrary they are thought to be spatially extended,
the form of the damping depends on the charge distribution
assumed. Thole concluded that a linear decrease of charge
density up to a cutoff a was rather ideal for the purpose it
had been designed for fitting of the molecular polarizabil-
ity. In this approximation we have for the damping func-
tions see Appendix
f1r = 4 r
a
	3 − 3 r
a
	4, 7
f2r =  r
a
	4, 8
up to the cutoff a for ra we simply use the pointlike
expressions for the fields. As noticed by Bernardo et al.,20
the somewhat pathological behavior at r=a might be prob-
lematic in molecular-dynamics simulations. Although ad hoc
AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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pressions and therefore, other distributions might be more
convenient. The most popular alternative seems to be an ex-
ponential distribution28,36,69 see Appendix, for which the
correction factors are
f1r = 1 − e−r/a
3
, 9
f2r = 1 − 
1 +  r
a
	3e−r/a3. 10
Finally, while the latter two distribution functions have
already been used in the literature, we have also explored the
capabilities of using a Gaussian distribution function for
each charge see Appendix, given the good performance that
such distributions have shown in electronic structure theory.
In this approximation the interaction energy has a simple
form as compared for instance with that of an exponential
distribution at the cost of somewhat more complicated cor-
rection factors,
f1r = erf r
a
	 − 2 ra	e−r/a2, 11
f2r = erf r
a
	 − 2 ra	e−r/a2
1 + 23 ra	 . 12
In any of the above possibilites a plays the role of the
characteristic distance of maximum approach. This is par-
ticularly clear in the example of two charges “dressed” with
Gaussian distributions described in the Appendix, where it
is shown that a is roughly equal to the sum of the widths of
both Gaussians see Eq. A2. Obviously the precise value
will depend on the functional form chosen, but will be rather
similar in all cases as will be shown in the paper and close
to the sum of atomic radius as one would expect. It should be
noted that in the present approach no use of the scaling con-
cept introduced by Thole is made. The original approach
would assume the following relation:
a = w121/6, 13
where i denotes the polarizatility of each member of the
pair and w was assumed to be a universal adimensional scal-
ing parameter, independent of the pair. While such scaling
did work in order to fit the molecular polarizability of a set
of molecules, it does not seem possible to extend its validity
to the intermolecular interactions studied here. Neither the
original value of w, nor any optimization, are able to cope
with the stringent requirements described above reproduc-
ing the ab initio induced dipole moment for all distances and
molecular orientations. In addition, such assumption Eq.
13 is to some extent a source of confusion as it may lead
to the idea that the method is dependent on atomic polariz-
abilities, while indeed as shown in the Appendix the rel-
evant physical parameter is the atomic radius. It is the gen-
erally monotonic dependence of polarizability on the atomic
radius which makes these two rather different concepts ap-
proximately interchangeable for numerical purposes.
Regarding the flexibility of the method, the above pos-
sibilities illustrate the potentially unending variety of func-
Downloaded 28 Oct 2008 to 192.167.65.24. Redistribution subject to tional forms from where to choose from. In addition, the a
parameter, as just discussed, can be made dependent on each
different pair. In this connection, while the formulas given
assume the same value of a for the charge and for the dipole,
this is not a necessary condition.28 If a site contains both a
charge and a dipole a typical scenario for many molecular
models, its interaction with an external charge and/or dipole
can be characterized by different values of a for the charge-
charge interaction, dipole-charge interaction, etc. Despite this
potential, in the present case of ion-molecule interaction
which is probably one of the most demanding, particularly
for doubly charged ions it has not been necessary to re-
course to such possibility, and the value of a for a given pair
of sites is in all cases taken to be unique, i.e., independent of
the interaction class. Finally, in the cases that have been stud-
ied, a is very close to the simple sum of atomic radius, there-
fore easing considerably the task of developing parameter
sets for different pairs.
We close this section emphasizing that this electric-field
damping scheme is totally independent of the polarization
method used. If, for instance, this approach is used in com-
bination with a point-charge model of polarization shell
method or fluctuating charges only Eq. 5 is required. If, on
the other hand, the molecular model uses point charges and
point dipoles such as in the point-dipole method one should
use both Eqs. 5 and 6.
III. RESULTS
A. Dimer potential energy
For each configuration considered see Fig. 1 the poten-
tial energy has been computed as a function of the ion-
molecule distance. In Fig. 3 we show the results for the C2v
face configuration of the ion-water system and those of the
edge configuration for the ion-CCl4 system; similar profiles
are found for the other configurations of both systems not
shown. As can be expected, with decreasing ionic radius,
the equilibrium distance gets smaller and the well depth in-
creases. This happens both for mono- and divalent cations.
The well depth for divalent ions is at least twice that of
monovalent ones in the case of, the highly polarizable, CCl4
the ratio is of roughly a factor of 4 for ions of similar ionic
radius, e.g., Na+ and Ca2+. The comparison with the point
charge is also given. At large distances the potential-energy
curves are identical, while at intermediate distances the
curves diverge from each other. In principle the breakdown
of the point-charge approximation should take place at dis-
tances directly related to the ion dimension. This simple rule
is indeed valid for cations of the same group, but does not
apply between different rows of the periodic table. One
would expect that, since the ionic radius of second group
cations is smaller or comparable to that of the first group, the
point-charge approximation would hold for smaller dis-
tances. Contrary to this notion, we notice that it holds down
to shorter distances for monovalent than for divalent ions
compare panels a and c respectively with b and d of
Fig. 3. This effect can be rationalized in terms of the higher
attraction exerted by the double charge on the molecular
electronic cloud as reported in Ref. 47 the dipole moment
AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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induced by a single charge. As a consequence the molecular
electronic cloud is more shifted towards the cation and inter-
acts with the ion outer shell more strongly than for the
monovalued ion for a given ion-molecule distance.
Finally, the distance where the repulsive energy is above
the potential-energy minimum more than 25 kJ mol−1 is con-
sidered as the lower limit for our calculations. Shorter dis-
tances will rarely be found in liquid state simulation. In
Tables IV and V we report, respectively, the minimum dis-
tances obtained and the well depths for all configurations of
each system.
B. Induced dipole moments
The total ab initio dipole moments for the ion-molecule
complex are depicted in Figs. 4 and 5. The results for a point
charge are almost identical to those of “real” cations down to
rather small distances: 2.5 Å for water, and down to
FIG. 3. Potential energy for the C2v face configuration of a monovalent
and b divalent ion-water systems, and for the edge configuration of c
monovalent and d divalent ion-CCl4 systems. The solid line is used in all
panels for point charges. Panels a and c: Li+ dashed line and Na+
dotted line. Panels b and d: Mg2+ dashed line and Ca2+ dotted line.
The values for the contact distance of each ion and configuration are re-
ported in Tables IV and V.
TABLE IV. Minimum distances considered for each system and configura-
tion units in angstroms Å.
H2O CCl4
Face trans Top Face Edge Corner
 1.6 1.6 1.6 2.1 2.5 3.7
Li+ 1.6 1.6 1.6 2.1 2.5 3.7
Na+ 1.9 1.95 2.05 2.5 3.0 4.1
 1.7 1.75 1.85 2.2 2.6 3.8
Mg2+ 1.7 1.75 1.85 2.2 2.6 3.8
Ca2+ 2.1 2.1 2.2 2.5 3.0 4.0Downloaded 28 Oct 2008 to 192.167.65.24. Redistribution subject to 3.5 Å in the case of CCl4 for CCl4 close to a divalent ion,
Fig. 5b, this distance is increased to 4.5 Å. However, a
dramatic difference exists at shorter distances: the dipole mo-
ment for a point charge keeps increasing with decreasing
distance while for the ions this increase is considerably
slowed down and, eventually, a turnover is reached, beyond
which the dipole moment decreases with decreasing distance
notice that the results are only displayed up to maximum
approach distance as defined above with an energetic crite-
rium, which results for instance in that in some cases the
turnover is not reached and only the slowdown of the dipole
increase is observed. It is to be noted that the distances at
which such effects occur correspond to those typical of mol-
ecules within the first solvation shell of the ion in the liquid
state,70 and therefore it does not seem advisable to neglect
them.
It is important to understand the physical origin of the
total dipole damping. To illustrate the discussion we take for
TABLE V. Potential-energy minimum for each system and configuration
units in kJ mol−1.
H2O CCl4
Face trans Top Face Edge Corner
Li+ −147.61 −84.91 −87.86 −85.34 −93.48 −34.26
Na+ −100.71 −54.26 −53.08 −55.78 −56.46 −18.29
Mg2+ −337.75 −218.80 −226.11 −386.45 −382.79 −248.91
Ca2+ −211.05 −126.36 −115.93 −238.96 −230.98 −144.70
FIG. 4. ab initio electric moment for the trans configuration of cation-water
dimer. Results for a monovalent point charge solid line, Li+ dashed line
and Na+ dotted line, and b divalent point charge solid line, Mg2+
2+dashed line and Ca dotted line.
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tion in Fig. 1. As the molecule approaches the ion, the total
dipole is expected to grow mostly due to molecular polariza-
tion, with a small contribution from the cation polarization.
Given that the molecular dipole is oriented to the right
which we will consider the positive direction, the induced
dipole on the ion will also be directed to the right or, in
terms of the shell model, the auxiliary negative charge har-
monically bonded to the positive ion site will be shifted to
the left. Both effects increase of the ionic and molecular
dipoles with decreasing distance can be mimicked by any
polarization method except of course the moderate nonlin-
ear increase discussed in Refs. 47 and 53, and therefore
should not be a cause of concern to phenomenological mo-
lecular polarization methods.
If the ion-molecule distance is reduced to contact,
though, a different mechanism sets in as evident from the ab
initio calculations: repulsion between the electronic clouds of
the ion and the molecule, which can be understood as a “me-
chanical” polarization.5,71 For the cation this effect is trans-
lated in an additional push to the left of its electronic cloud,
i.e., this effect will add to that of the purely electrostatic
polarization. In short, the ionic contribution will tend to fur-
ther increase nonlinearly the total dipole moment of the
complex. However, given its low polarizability, this effect
will not be relevant and is superseded by an electronic shift
within the molecule. Indeed, a similar reasoning applied to
the molecule leads to the conclusion that its electronic cloud
will be shifted to the right and therefore will tend to reduce
FIG. 5. ab initio electric moment for the face configuration of cation-CCl4
dimer. Results for a monovalent point charge solid line, Li+ dashed line
and Na+ dotted line, and b divalent point charge solid line, Mg2+
dashed line Ca2+ dotted line.the molecular dipole. Given the much higher molecular po-
Downloaded 28 Oct 2008 to 192.167.65.24. Redistribution subject to larizability, this will be the dominant effect a similar con-
clusion is reached if one considers an inverted orientation for
the molecule. To summarize, molecular polarization at con-
tact distances results from two opposite effects: a dipole in-
crease due to the presence of the positive ion’s charge which
can in principle be represented by any of the methods dis-
cussed for electric polarization, and a dipole decrease due to
the mechanical shift of electronic clouds. Unfortunately, the
latter effect clearly dominates, as can be seen from the ab
initio results, and is not contained in any of the polarization
methods, which will require ad hoc modifications at short
distances. It is important to note that the two opposing
mechanisms can be linked to two different physical aspects:
the dipole increase basically depends on electric polarizabil-
ity while the dipole decrease due to electronic overlap de-
pends on geometrical parameters ionic and molecular radii.
In connection with the last point, an additional aspect is
to be noted: the damping of the dipole moment increases
with increasing ionic radius, as the curves get lower along
the series Li+ and Na+ or Mg2+ and Ca2+. This behavior is
common to the most probable configurations of both H2O
and CCl4 Figs. 4 and 5, and is a corollary of the previous
discussion: for a fixed ion-molecule distance the molecular
electronic cloud will have a higher overlap with ions of
larger radius. This will result in a stronger shift of this cloud
and, therefore, in a smaller molecular dipole. This secondary
effect has important consequences for the construction of
damping methods. It is possible to imagine a convenient
damping model in terms of ease of simulation which in-
cludes a damping of the electric field felt by the molecule if
this field is larger than some threshold, irrespective of the
origin of this electric field. In this way it is in principle
possible to mimick the dipole decrease with increasing elec-
tric field i.e., proximity to the ion. Unfortunately, the de-
pendence on the ion just discussed makes such a simple ap-
proach only approximate at best: we find for instance that
while the positive charge on Li+ and Na+ create the same
field on the molecule, the polarization induced at contact
differs substantially. In consequence a damping of the field
of this sort might work for one ion but would not do for other
ions. The damping method should thus take into account
geometric aspects. In its simpler form it should depend on
the ion and molecule radii, and this is where the Thole
method comes in, as it is based on the inclusion of mutual
size effects on the computation of the electric field at short
separations.
C. Performance of undamped methods
Before exploring the utility of this damping method, we
analyze the shortcomings of the uncorrected polarization
methods in the light of the two mechanisms just discussed.
Only the results for a single configuration and for the mo-
lecular polarization models that performed better for the
point-charge model of the ion will be shown the behavior is
highly similar for other configurations and models. The un-
ability of the unmodified point dipole and shell methods to
reproduce the dipole moment at small distances is manifest
in Fig. 6 for water and in Fig. 7 for carbon tetrachloride. The
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is predicted to grow monotonically as the distance is re-
duced, in contrast with the already discussed damped in-
crease followed by a turnover of the ab initio results.
The case of water close to a monovalent ion Fig. 6a
can serve to illustrate the main features. First, it is evident
that the differences at contact separations are quantitatively
important even for this case of low ionic charge/low molecu-
lar polarizability: for Li+ there is a 40% difference between
the dipole moment predicted by the polarizable model and
the ab initio result. Second, the effect of ion polarizability is
minor: the curves for Li+ and Na+ are rather close to each
other and to the curve that corresponds to a point charge.
This feature illustrates the feeble effect of the dipole moment
induced on the ion as compared with the molecular induced
dipole. In connection with the two mechanisms described in
Sec. III B, we see how the curves are slightly steeper as the
ion’s polarizability increases, i.e., the predicted polarization
is slightly higher for the case of Na+ than for Li+ due to the
higher ionic polarizability of the former, which illustrates
that the polarization methods only take into account this sort
of ion-dependent polarization. As was described in Sec.
III B, there is no electronic overlap effect included, while it
is precisely this finite-size effect which results in the ab initio
results showing exactly the opposite trend, i.e., the induced
dipole is smaller for the Na+ case than for Li+. The same
basic trends are found for all cases studied see Figs. 6 and
7. One can notice for instance that for divalent ions close to
water Fig. 6b the differences are qualitatively very simi-
FIG. 6. Electric moment for the trans configuration of the cation-water
dimer. Thick lines are for ab initio calculations and thin lines are for PD2-
H2O curves. Results for a monovalent point charge solid line, Li+
dashed line and Na+ dotted line, and b divalent point charge solid
line, Mg2+ dashed line and Ca2+ dotted line.lar, although quantitatively larger. For carbon tetrachloride
Downloaded 28 Oct 2008 to 192.167.65.24. Redistribution subject to the scenario is rather similar to that of water as well Figs.
7a and 7b. Again, the ab initio results show the opposite
trend of classical methods: the dipole moment of the system
lowers as the ion polarizability increases.
D. Polarization plus Thole damping
Section III C makes evident the need for a damping
scheme. This can be achieved to a great extent by using the
Thole method described in Sec. II C and the Appendix. As
shown there, this method can be implemented in different
flavors, which depend on the chosen joint charge distribu-
tion: linear LIN, Eqs. 7 and 8, exponential EXP, Eqs.
9 and 10, or Gaussian GAUSS, Eqs. 11 and 12. Any
of the three can be used in conjunction with the point dipoles
or shell models of polarization. It will be shown that once the
parameter on which they depend a is optimized for each
distinct pair, every possible combination of polarization and
damping method performs reasonably well.
Figure 8 illustrates the performance of the different com-
binations for the Li+-water dimer, which will be the center of
most of the discussion. Panels a and b correspond to
PDM and SH, respectively. The crucial point to observe is
that the three damped curves closely follow the ab initio
results, resulting in a much better performance with respect
to the undamped models. While only a subset of the results
will be shown, this behavior is also found for the rest of the
ions, for the different molecular orientations studied see Fig.
1, and for the CCl4 molecule as well. Coming to the finer
FIG. 7. Electric moment for the face configuration of the cation-CCl4 dimer.
Thick lines are for ab initio calculations and thin lines are for PD-CCl4
curves. Results for a monovalent point charge solid line, Li+ dashed
line and Na+ dotted line, and b divalent point charge solid line, Mg2+
dashed line and Ca2+ dotted line.level of detail, the PDM-LIN and SH-LIN give the best re-
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coming last. Indeed, the LIN distribution was showed to be
the best performing scheme for all the ions considered in the
case of water; the results are shown in Fig. 9. We now
discuss in more depth some additional aspects of the fits.
First, it can be noticed that for each method LIN, EXP,
FIG. 8. Comparison among the methods discussed in the text for the C2v
face configuration in the Li+-water dimer. Panel a: PDM-H2O thin solid
line, PDM-LIN dashed line, PDM-EXP dotted line, and PDM-GAUSS
dash-dot line. Panel b: SH-H2O thin solid line, SH-LIN dashed line,
SH-EXP dotted line, and SH-GAUSS dash-dot line. The thick solid line
in both panels is used for ab initio results.
FIG. 9. Total electric moment for the C2v face configuration of the ion-water
system; ab initio results thick solid line, PDM-H2O thin solid line, and
PDM-LIN dotted line.
Downloaded 28 Oct 2008 to 192.167.65.24. Redistribution subject to and GAUSS the corresponding curves are almost equal in
panels a and b of Fig. 8, i.e., each charge distribution
performs equally well for any of the two polarization meth-
ods point dipoles or shell. The almost imperceptible differ-
ences can be ascribed to two factors: i the PD method in-
cludes a damping of the dipolar interaction while in SH only
the charge-charge interaction is damped indeed the high
similarity between the curves illustrates the feeble contribu-
tion of the dipole field damping; ii since in the SH model,
the shell charge is displaced with respect to the zero-field
position, the distance-dependent damping will be slightly
different from the one used for PD where the charges re-
main fixed.
Second, while the three schemes are able to satisfactorily
reproduce the ab initio results at short distances, the under-
estimation found in Refs. 47 and 53 at intermediate distances
2.2r4 Å is left unchanged. This drawback derives, as
discussed in Refs. 47 and 53, from the fact that the polariza-
tion methods studied are linear and thus cannot reproduce the
system hyperpolarizability obtained with quantum chemical
calculations. The present implementation of the Thole damp-
ing cannot be a solution for this either, as a larger polariza-
tion is required instead of a damping although it is possible
to imagine that this deviation might be tackled with more
complex charge distributions. This limitation, though,
should not be overemphasized; the worst disagreement for
any of the different combination of methods yields a relative
error in the range of 5%–6% of the total dipole moment the
largest deviation occurs for the unprobable top configuration,
see Fig. 1, and does not exceed a 10%, which justifies lim-
iting the present study to the simple charge distributions de-
scribed. For the linear and exponential cases the deviation
takes place close to 3 Å, i.e., in the region where there is still
no damping, and can thus be totally ascribed to the lack of
hyperpolarizability. For the Gaussian method, the largest de-
viation 6%  occurs at 2.5 Å, and thus also includes a
small contribution from an undesired nonzero damping in
this region.
The latter point highlights how the damping differs
somewhat between different charge distributions. It is pos-
sible to get some additional insight by considering the total
electric field felt by the ion. Figure 10 displays the results for
FIG. 10. Distance dependence of the total electric field on the ion; PDM-
H2O solid line, PDM-LIN dashed line, PDM-EXP dotted line, and
PDM-GAUSS dash-dot line.both damped and undamped calculations within the physi-
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LIN scheme the one that produces better results is that it
stays close to the undamped curve down to a shorter distance
than the EXP or GAUSS distributions. The larger steepness
of this damping seems thus to be important in order to get a
better fit. Nevertheless, since the present results are rather
satisfactory, a marginal improvement along these lines has
not been pursued.
Regarding the precise values for the aij parameters with
i denoting an ion and j an atomic site within the molecule,
in the case of water only the cation-oxygen interaction was
damped, while the cation-hydrogen interaction was left un-
changed, so that a single parameter is needed for each ion
aIO. The results are summarized in Table VI. As a result of
the fitting, aIO has the nice characteristic of being indepen-
dent of the polarization method used point dipoles or shell
method. The last column contains the estimated value for




2 1/2 see Eq. A2, where rion
and rO denote, respectively, the ionic radius72–75 and the oxy-
gen van der Waals radius.76 For the GAUSS distribution the
fitted values are very close to the estimated ones: as a rule of
thumb the fitted ones are 10% lower than the estimated
ones. This approximate rule also applies for the CCl4 results
Table VII, and could thus be used as a reasonable estimate
if the method should be applied to other atomic sites. For the
EXP distribution the fitted values are 15% higher than the
estimated ones, while for the LIN distribution they are con-
sistently higher by 70%.
So far the discussion has been mainly centered on the
water molecule; for carbon tetrachloride the results are rather
similar although some differing details have to be consid-
ered. The aij parameters were fitted for both the ion-chlorine
and ion-carbon interactions Table VII. Contrary to the case
of water, for this system the EXP scheme is not the one that
TABLE VI. Parameter a used for the ion-oxygen interaction in angstroms
for the linear, exponential, and Gaussian dampings. The radius aIOest esti-
mated from the experimental values of the atomic radius is reported in the
last column.
LIN EXP GAUSS aIOest
Li+ 2.59 1.79 1.44 1.63
Na+ 2.98 2.05 1.64 1.79
Mg2+ 2.79 1.92 1.57 1.65
Ca2+ 3.13 2.14 1.72 1.81
TABLE VII. Parameter a in angstroms used for the ion-chlorine aCl and
ion-carbon aC interactions; values for the linear, exponential, and Gaussian
dampings. The radius aest estimated from the experimental values of the
atomic radius is reported in the last two columns.
LIN EXP GAUSS aest
aICl aIC aICl aIC aICl aIC aICl aIC
Li+ 3.05 2.8 2.0 1.8 1.6 1.5 1.85 1.80
Na+ 3.65 2.9 2.28 1.9 1.84 1.7 1.99 1.95
Mg2+ 3.0 2.7 1.9 1.4 1.6 1.5 1.87 1.82
Ca2+ 3.46 3.0 2.35 2.0 1.9 1.9 2.01 1.97Downloaded 28 Oct 2008 to 192.167.65.24. Redistribution subject to performs better although, as it was clear in the case of
Li+-water, the differences are rather minor. The results for
the PD-EXP models are displayed in Fig. 11, showing fea-
tures similar to those for the water case.
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The aim of this work has been to explore the possibility
of reproducing the mutually induced dipole moment of a
molecular complex with simple phenomenological methods
that can be easily implemented in molecular dynamics codes.
This has been done in a demanding environment such as that
corresponding to polarizable molecules in the presence of
polarizable cations, using high-level ab initio results as a
benchmark. It has been shown that a reparametrization of the
Thole electric-field damping method, combined with almost
any simple polarization method, is able to reproduce rather
satisfactorily the induced dipole moment of the cation-
molecule dimer. This has been demonstrated for several
mono- and divalent cations, molecules water and carbon
tetrachloride, and for an extended set of molecular orienta-
tions and ion-molecule distances. The largest deviations are
due to the nonlinear behavior at intermediate separations,
although in no case these reach 10% of the total dipole mo-
ment, and therefore it does not seem necessary to resort to
more sophisticated charge densities. The study of this ap-
proach for anions with the increased complexity that stems
from their higher polarizabiity and to clusters larger than the
dimer will constitute stringent tests of the present approach.
Finally, the present work can be regarded as a prelimi-
nary step for a novel strategy in the development of a force
field. The usual route has been to include a simple polariza-
tion method within a typical nonpolarizable force field, and
subsequently fine tune the parameters using for instance ab
initio results for the energy of clusters and/or thermodynamic
properties for condensed phase, etc. A first casualty of such
FIG. 11. Total electric moment for the face configuration of the ion-CCl4
system; ab initio results thick solid line, PD-CCl4 thin solid line, and
PD-EXP dashed line.an approach is that there is no guarantee that the resulting
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tra is physically meaningful. Moreover, the divergent behav-
ior shown here for simple polarization methods at short dis-
tances can be a source of an undesired strain on the whole
force field: the important overestimation of the Coulomb in-
teraction forces a consequent damping by other pair additive
terms such as Lennard-Jones parameters, which might not
work properly in all environments. In short, it seems more
advisable to first construct a polarizable electrostatic model
recoursing to ab initio calculations and, in a second stage, to
include additive terms in order to develop a force field that
reproduces the potential-energy landscape.
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APPENDIX
Here we summarize the basic aspects of the Thole
method. It should be recognized at the outset that, despite the
fact that this theory was developed to improve the point-
dipole method of molecular polarizability, it has no direct
connection with polarization. Indeed it could be described as
a theory to substitute a set of point charges by a correspond-
ing set of rigid charge distributions, neglecting any induced
deformation due to mutual interaction polarization. In fact,
related schemes were developed,77 for example, to replace a
point-charge nucleus by a finite-size nucleus in Dirac-Fock
calculations.78–80 The final result is a scheme in which the
pair additive nature is maintained and the fields at contact
separation between pairs of charges are damped due to their
finite extent. It is this damping of the electric field which,
when used in conjunction with a polarization method of
choice, results in a corresponding damping of the induced
dipole.
The method can be motivated by the form of the inter-
action energy between two Gaussian charge distributions, a
well-known case in electronic structure theory. The distribu-
tions are taken to have total charges q1 and q2, respectively,
so that they can be written in terms of normalized N Gaus-
sians 1r=q11
Nr and 2r=q22Nr. The total interac-
tion energy is81,82







where erfr denotes the error function the Coulomb inter-
action is recovered in the long-distance limit as this function
tends to 1. The parameter a depends on the width of each of
the Gaussians by the simple relation
a = a12 + a22, A2
with the normalized three-dimensional Gaussian being
N 2 −3/2 −r/a2 r = a  e . A3
Downloaded 28 Oct 2008 to 192.167.65.24. Redistribution subject to Thole’s method is based on the observation that Eq. A1
can be interpreted as resulting from the interaction of a point
charge q1 with a distributed charge q2, which creates a
potential of the form Vr=q2r ;a in this case r ;a
=erfr /a /r. It should be noted that this potential depends
on a parameter a which contains information on both inter-
acting distributions reflected in relation A2 for the gauss-
ian case. This interpretation can be extended to systems of
more than a couple of charges as the theory is pair additive
see the dipole case below for an example.
We can immediately derive the electric field generated
by such a distribution,











Notice that the following correction has been defined:
f1 = − r2˙ , A5
which acts on the field that would be created by a point
charge, and which depends on the derivative of the electric
potential by unit of charge ˙. The latter function can be
related with the charge distribution that creates it by applying
















In the original Thole approach one would start by assuming a
given functional form for Nr related in a nontrivial way
with the unknown atomic distributions of each member of
the pair. With this normalized charge density one can com-
pute ˙ Eq. A7, and finally the damping of the electric
field Eq. A5.
In the form just described Thole’s approach can be ap-
plied to models with only point charges. Originally, though,
it was developed for models for which only point dipoles
exist. The extension to this case28 starts from a finite dipole,
with charge −q at the origin plus a charge q at a position l.
Each of both charges is assumed to consist of a charge dis-
tribution of the type just described above. Therefore, thanks
to the mentioned pair additive character of this approach, the
interaction with an external charge Q is
U = Qqr + Q− qr = Qqr − r . A8
The position vector of charge Q with respect to q denoted
r can be expressed as r=r− l, which together with a Tay-
lor expansion yields
U  Qq   · − l . A9
With the usual definition for the dipole moment pql, the
above expression becomes exact in the limit l→0,
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so that the potential created by such a dipole can be identi-
fied as
	 = −  · p . A11
Like in the case of a charge, it is now straightforward to
derive the electric field it creates,
E =  · p =  · p  T · p , A12
where the dipole field tensor has been defined T. Its











ri	 = r33 










from which we conclude that the usual expression Eq. 2
is corrected by factors f1r ;a see Eq. A5 and f2r ;a
= r3 /3¨− ˙ /r
With this general framework, it is now possible to de-
duce the correction factors corresponding to any joint charge
distribution Nr of choice. Thole favored the use of a
linear behavior,
Nr = 3/a31 − r/a for r a0 for r a , A14
which results in the corrections displayed in Eqs. 7 and 8.
The corresponding interaction potential can be obtained after
integration of this distribution see Eq. A7,
r =  1/r for r a1/a2 − 2r/a2 + r/a3 for r a . A15
The most popular distribution for molecular-dynamics







with the corresponding correction factors displayed in Eqs.














where Qx ,y is the incomplete gamma function.82
Finally, we have also included the distribution that has
been used to motivate the initial part of this Appendix, char-





and for which the correction factors that result are displayed
in Eqs. 11 and 12. The so far unknown joint charge
distribution corresonding to this case can be obtained by
derivation of Eq. A7. A three-dimensional normalized
Gaussian Eq. A3 is obtained, as should be expected from
the very well-known properties of Gaussian pairs.
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